CRYSTAL SILENCE  27
DRIFTING         49
THE EMBRACE     67
FALLING ALICE   52
500 MILES HIGH  22
FRIENDS          25
LA FIESTA        7
LEPRECHAUN'S DREAM  56
MUSICMAGIC      32
MY SPANISH HEART 29
NO MYSTERY       13
SPAIN            4
WHERE HAVE I KNOWN YOU BEFORE  46
YOU'RE EVERYTHING 42
SPAIN

Moderately fast, in 2

by

CHICK COREA

\( \text{Em7} \quad \text{A7} \quad \text{D\(\text{A}\)} \quad \text{G\(\Delta\)} \)

\( \text{Db7} \quad \text{F\#7} \quad \text{Bm} \)

\( \Delta = \text{Major 7th} \)